subjects to reach goals is systematically frustrated. In many, although not all, of these experiments, the subjects in the goal frustration condition tended to ruminate about the goal. Martin and Tesser argue that the mixed results arise from other variables that affect rumination, such as subjects' theories that attempt to explain goal frustration.
Others have drawn on cybernetic theory to explain mental control paradoxes. Wegner and Wenzlaff [1996;  see also Wegner, 1994] write that the mental control process requires both an operating process that seeks to create the desired state, and a monitoring process that tells whether the desired state has been obtained.
However, the monitoring and control processes tend to operate at cross-purposes. While the mental control process is conscious, the monitoring process occurs outside of conscious control. The mental control process searches for and seeks to implement the desired mental state, while the monitoring process searches for the undesired mental state, so as to be sure that it is really gone. The upshot is that the unconscious monitoring process tends to bring the undesired mental state back to awareness [Wegner, 1994; Wegner & Wenzlaff, 1996] . The effect should be more powerful when cognitive load weakens the conscious, mental control process [Wegner, 1994; Wegner, Broome & Blumberg, 1997] , and experiments have documented this effect [Wegner, Broome & Blumberg, 1997] .
Difficulties with current models of mental control paradoxes
While current theories demonstrate why it might be difficult to suppress an unwanted thought or behavior, they do not explain why an attempt at suppression or control might lead to an actual increase in the intensity of the unwanted thoughts or behaviors. Why does the ironic monitoring process, for instance, not simply bring the unwanted thought or behavior back at a low level? Why would an attempt at suppressing a thought produce an increase in the level of the thought, rather than simply failing and giving results indistinguishable from those subjects who did not attempt to suppress the thought?
An actual increase in unwanted thoughts is a common finding in studies of mental control paradoxes. For instance, Wegner and Gold [1995] asked subjects to suppress thoughts of "old flames"-people with whom the subjects had had romantic involvement that had ended by the time of the experiment. Subjects were asked to report their thoughts, and their skin conductance level (SCL) was monitored as an indicator of emotional reactivity. Subjects who attempted to repress thoughts of old flames subsequently experienced either an increase in SCL or an increase in the number of thoughts of the old flame, depending on how long ago the relationship had ended. An earlier study [Wegner, Shortt, Blake & Page, 1990] had found increases in SCL in subjects who tried to suppress thoughts of sex. And Wegner, Schneider, Carter & White [1987] found an increase in the thought of a white bear following attempts to suppress the thought.
It therefore seems that, while contemporary theories of mental control paradoxes mark an important advance in understanding, they do not completely explain the phenomenon. They offer explanations as to why it might be difficult to completely rid oneself of an unwanted thought or behavior, but they fail to explain why the effort can actually lead to an increase.
A further difficulty with contemporary models of mental control paradoxes is pragmatic in nature. It is difficult to see how a theory that assumes an unconscious, and therefore unobservable, process can ever be observed in a naturalistic setting. This has meant that the empirical investigation of mental control paradoxes has been confined to laboratory experiments in which researchers can, by experimental manipulations, adduce indirect evidence of the occurrence of a paradox. This is unfortunate, because one reason for the current interest in mental control paradoxes is their potential importance in explaining clinical phenomena such as client resistance to change, and evidence of mental control paradoxes in clinical settings would be an important step toward such an explanation [Kirsch & Lynn, 1999] .
We believe that a nonlinear model of mental control paradoxes would address both the theoretical and pragmatic difficulties inherent in current models of this phenomenon. We think that the increase in a problem behavior that is the hallmark of a mental control paradox can be reasonably modeled as a bifurcation in a nonlinear system. Further, an explicit mathematical model would be amenable to statistical analysis using clinical data, a useful feature that would allow the study of mental control paradoxes in naturalistic settings.
A Nonlinear Model of Mental and Behavioral Control Paradoxes
In this section, we would like to propose a mechanism that would lead to nonlinearity in the way in which thoughts or behaviors fluctuate over time, and then develop a simple mathematical model that will allow us to demonstrate how a mental control paradox could arise out of such nonlinearity.
We will begin by assuming that an individual suffers from thoughts or behaviors that he or she might want to control. One possibility might be obsessive ruminations, such as thoughts of intense anger toward others. Once the individual begins rumination he/she is likely to continue [Martin & Tesser, 1996] . Thus, the rumination forms a dynamical system; what happens in one time period affects what happens in the next [Devaney, 1992] .
There is evidence that people find such ruminations to be unpleasant [Steketee, 1993] . Moreover, angry ruminations can lead to outbursts and confrontations that can disrupt friendships or working relationships. Thus, the individual will be motivated to control his/her ruminations, perhaps by engaging in a distracting behavior such as listening to music or simply by trying to substitute other, happier thoughts [Wegner, 1989] . However, the individual is likely to be more highly motivated to control the ruminations when they are causing considerable discomfort, or when they have led to an outburst that has disrupted his/her relationships. Another way of putting this is that the individual is likely to be more highly motivated to control his/her ruminations when they are at a higher level of intensity.
A piecewise linear difference equation, known in statistics as a threshold autoregression model or TAR [Hansen, 1997; Tong, 1990 ] offers a simple way to model such a situation. Such an equation models a time series using two linear regimes separated by a threshold [Tong, 1990] : X t = a + bX t-1 if X t-1 falls below the threshold value X t = c + dX t-1 if X t-1 falls above the threshold value [eq. 1] In order to apply this model, it is necessary to assume that human thoughts or behaviors can be numbered on some consistent scale; numerous scales for this purpose do in fact exist [Rubin & Babbie, 1997] . X denotes the level of the problematic thought or behavior-in this case, angry ruminations. The subscript, t or t-1, indicates the time period. In the situation that we are modeling, if the problem thought or behavior rises above the threshold in one time period, the individual uses a control strategy in an attempt to lower it in the next.
Such a model will include two equilibrium points, one for the equation below the threshold and one for the equation above the threshold. Such equilibrium points can be stable or unstable, depending on the absolute value of slope of the function; if that value is greater than one, the slope is unstable, while if it is less than one the slope is stable [Devaney, 1992] . If we assume a slow rise in anger, followed by a successful attempt to lower the anger when the level passes the threshold, the equation might look like this: X t = .4 + .2X t-1 if X t-1 falls below the threshold value X t = 3 -1.5X t-1 if X t-1 falls above the threshold value [eq. 2] It is straightforward to solve for the equilibrium values above and below the threshold. The equilibrium value below the threshold is equal to .5, while the equilibrium value above the threshold is equal to 1.2. The equilibrium point below the threshold is stable, while that above the threshold is unstable. We will assume for the sake of this example that the threshold falls at an "anger level" of 1. In this case, when the model is iterated the level of anger will tend to converge on the stable equilibrium point at X t = X t-1 = .5. Now, let us suppose that this particular individual decides that this level of anger is unacceptable, and therefore decides to employ the control strategy at an anger level of .2. We can model this by lowering the threshold to .2. The new threshold is lower than the sole stable equilibrium point for the system as a whole; thus, the system can no longer reach a stable equilibrium point.
Since the one remaining equilibrium point is unstable, the destruction of the stable equilibrium point brings about a bifurcation into either a periodic or chaotic state. In this case the level of anger will repeatedly jump above the threshold, reaching values higher than the original equilibrium. Thus, an attempt to control anger has actually led to a series of jumps in the level of anger. A mental control paradox has occurred.
It should be noted that other model configurations leading to mental control paradoxes are possible. If a first difference is taken to induce stationarity in the time series, the foregoing discussion remains valid, but a mental control paradox will lead to jumps in the level of increase of the problem behavior. If the slope parameter above the threshold yields a stable equilibrium point, lowering the threshold will produce a jump to the higher equilibrium point. On the other hand, it is possible to have a stable slope parameter with a negative intercept value. (Negative values are common in the case of a time series of changes from one period to the next, as occurs after taking the first difference of a time series.) Such a configuration can yield a stable equilibrium point for values above the threshold that is actually located in the regime below the threshold, and possibly below the equilibrium point for values below the threshold. This can also bring about a bifurcation into a periodic regime if the threshold falls between the two equilibrium points.
It has been noted that mental control paradoxes appear more likely under conditions of stress [Wegner, 1994; Wegner, Broome & Brumberg, 1996] . In the laboratory, psychologists typically manipulate the stress level by assigning subjects to do a second task along with the main task, thus increasing cognitive load, or by varying their descriptions of the importance of the task, thus increasing subjective stress level. One could simulate this in the nonlinear model of mental control paradoxes by adding a noise component to the model. We would expect the addition of white noise to increase the number of jumps across the threshold, even if the threshold does not fall below the equilibrium point in the lower regime. This would be an example of the well-known instability of nonlinear systems in noisy conditions [Arecchi, 1987] .
Empirical application of the model
One of the reasons for developing this model was to begin to study mental control paradoxes outside of the laboratory. In this section we will briefly describe an application of the model to the self-recorded level of anxiety of a psychotherapy client, with the hope of demonstrating the plausibility of the model in an empirical setting. The participant was an adult male. The participant was in therapy for anxiety at the time, and carried a DSM Axis I diagnosis of generalized anxiety disorder. For 274 days the participant drew a line that tracked the intensity of his anxiety, beginning in the morning when he woke and ending when he went to bed at night, on a self-anchored scale ranging from one to ten. The data were collected for purposes of monitoring changes in the level of his anxiety.
1 For this analysis, we recorded the participant's daily high rating of the intensity of his anxiety. The daily high was chosen because it seemed likely that the subject would condition his actions on his worst, and therefore most memorable, time of the previous day. The time series of daily highs in level of anxiety is shown in Figure 1. A first difference was applied to this data set to induce stationarity. The firstdifferenced time series was analyzed using the bootstrap methodology suggested in Hansen, 1997 . In this analysis linearity is the null hypothesis, with the threshold model tested as the alternative hypothesis. Because the linear model is equivalent to a threshold model with zero thresholds, this is equivalent to testing nested models (Hansen, 1999) . The results are reported in Table 1 . The results in the table are consistent with a situation in which mental control paradoxes could arise due to nonlinearity in human behaviors. A threshold appears to 1 A more complete account of this study can be found in Warren, Sprott & Hawkins (in preparation Day exist. The regime below the threshold includes a stable equilibrium point. The regime above the threshold includes an equilibrium point that might be stable or unstable-the confidence interval around the slope parameter is too wide to give a clear indication. In this case, the estimated threshold value of zero is slightly below the estimated equilibrium point for values below the threshold (X ≅ .12) and so a sudden jump leading to increased levels of anxiety appears plausible. (It is, of course, possible for dynamical systems with multiple stable equilibria to become unstable when affected by environmental noise (Arecchi, 1987) .) A bifurcation leading to increased volatility seems less likely, since the equilibrium point in the regime above the threshold is stable-i.e., less than one in absolute value-for most of the values within two standard errors of the estimated parameter. Numerical simulations with a slightly unstable parameter value above the threshold (X t-1 = 1.02) yielded a pattern of oscillations that showed a slow increase in amplitude followed by a sudden drop, a cycle that repeated itself over a period of about one hundred days. The oscillations were in some cases weakly chaotic, with a Lyapunov exponent of about .05. Needless to say, evidence of nonlinearity in one time series is far from proof that nonlinearity in human behavior is common, and even further from proof that nonlinearity leads to mental control paradoxes. At present, there is evidence of nonlinearity in the behaviors of adolescent sex offenders (Warren & Knox, forthcoming), daily fluctuations in the level of self-recorded intensity of obsessive thoughts (Warren, Sprott and Hawkins, in preparation) and daily fluctuations in the amount of alcohol consumed by an individual with a diagnosis of substance abuse (Warren, Hawkins and Sprott, in preparation) . All of these are, however, exploratory studies, carried out on between one and three time series. It is thus difficult to say how common nonlinearity in problem thoughts or behaviors might be. Work with larger data sets would help in this regard. A larger data set might also allow a statistical test as to whether nonlinearity can lead to a mental control paradox since, according to this theory, the volatility and number of problem thoughts or behaviors should increase as the threshold value decreases.
Discussion and implications
While the empirical study of nonlinearity and mental control paradoxes is still in an exploratory stage, we believe that this line of research carries potentially significant implications for applied social science researchers and practitioners. For instance, research on the effectiveness of clinical interventions is typically carried out using experimental designs and evaluated using linear statistics such as analysis of variance [Rubin and Babbie, 1997] . Nonlinear time series structure, which may show no structure at all when analyzed with linear statistics [LeBaron, 1999] represents a likely source of random error in such studies. This is particularly problematic, because some clinically relevant behaviors might be more highly nonlinear, and therefore more noisy, than others. The time series structure of problem behaviors, however, remains largely unexplored.
In general, evidence of nonlinearity in human behaviors implies an increased focus on the variance of those behaviors, since a change in the parameters of a nonlinear system can lead to a change in the variance of its output [Thelen & Smith, 1994] . Again, the effect of interventions on the variance of behaviors remains largely unexplored; clinical studies typically focus on changes in the mean [Rubin and Babbie, 1997] . Many clinical researchers would probably be puzzled as to why one should care about variance at all. One answer, in line with the argument of the preceding paragraph, is that it will be more difficult to demonstrate the effectiveness on an intervention that increases the variance of a behavior. Another answer is that variance over time is an index of the stability of a given behavior, and that high levels of instability should make it more difficult to plan and execute an intervention.
A nonlinear theory of mental control paradoxes also focuses attention on the dynamics of treatment, with the implication that the timing of an intervention may be as important as the content of the intervention in facilitating change. In fact, a poorly timed intervention, in this case one that aims to control a problematic thought, emotion or behavior after an initial rise, runs a risk of adding to the instability and increasing the severity of the problem. A good example of an intervention that follows a rise in problem behavior is thought stopping, in which individuals who suffer from obsessive ruminations are taught to think, "Stop!" as a means of controlling the ruminations. Evidence of the effectiveness of thought stopping has been decidedly mixed. In some cases it appears to be effective, while in others it appears to make problems worse [Wegner, 1989] . In the current model, if thought stopping has an effect, it will create a threshold nonlinearity. Above the threshold, thought stopping will indeed tend to lower the intensity of ruminations. But its very success can work against it; it will become tempting to lower the threshold, trying to stop the ruminative thoughts sooner, which can lead to a bifurcation and increased instability. The nonlinear theory of mental control paradoxes implies that thought stopping, if used at all, might work best as an intervention that would only follow particularly sharp increases in the problem thought.
The interventions that contrast most sharply with thought stopping are paradoxical interventions, in which the therapist asks a client to produce more of the problem thought or behavior [Wegner, 1989] .
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In the context of the current model, these interventions encourage clients to raise the threshold of the control regime, moving away from the possibility of a mental control paradox and tending to stabilize the problem behavior at a low level. There is evidence that paradoxical interventions can be effective in treating insomnia [Ladocouer & Gros-Louis, 1986] and anxiety [Ascher and Schotte, 1999 ] among other problems. However, their effectiveness appears to depend on the dynamics of the problem. For instance, there is evidence that paradoxical treatment of anxiety works best when the anxiety is "recursive," i.e., when individuals are anxious about getting anxious [Ascher and Schotte, 1999] . A nonlinear model of mental control paradoxes might be helpful in sorting out situations in which paradoxical interventions would and would not be expected to be effective.
The nonlinear model that we have described does not so much challenge contemporary models of mental control paradoxes as supplement them by changing the focus of inquiry and understanding. The ironic process model, for instance, is reductionist in nature; it posits an underlying control process that results in mental control paradoxes [Wegner, 1994] . While we believe that the nonlinear model has certain advantages (it produces an increase in the problem thought, emotion or behavior and is more mathematically explicit and therefore in principle testable using clinical data) it fails to posit an underlying process. In this sense the two models can be seen as complementary. This, in turn, alters the social scientific question we ask when comparing the two models. Rather than asking which of the two models is correct, it might be more reasonable to ask which of the two models is the more useful when trying to understand a given phenomenon. When we are trying to understand sudden changes in human behavior, nonlinear models will prove to be useful and, perhaps, necessary.
